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Jess was a college senior, home for one more summer before going off on her own. Her mother

offered her a suggestion which to anyone else would sound so innocent. Their neighbors the

Wilsons have just had a baby - why doesn't Jess offer to help them for the summer? Only it's a

suggestion that is a little trickier than it appears...Jess had been crushing on Scott Wilson for as

long as she could remember...Against her better judgment, Jess decides to help the neighbors. But

she soon finds it's not Scott Wilson who has her intrigued. Scott's wife starts to seduce Jess in ways

she had never felt before...Tara Wilson is gorgeous, and Tara Wilson is full and overflowing, and

Tara Wilson is dangerously provocative...Jess soon finds herself with her hands full of Tara Wilson,

embracing feelings she has never felt before. And just when she gives in and starts to cave to

Tara's seductive advances, Scott Wilson shows her why she was right to lust after him for all these

years.*** This is an erotic tale of hucow adventures between a husband, his oversexed wife and

their female neighbor - enjoy if you dare! FF, MF, FFM *** *** NOTE: This ebook contains the bonus

ebook The Breast Elixir! ***
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This started out so well. The girl is seduced by the wife and just as you think they're going to do it

the husband shows up naked. They should have done it two or three times before he appeared. The

ending is so abrupt that the writer must've gotten bored. The rest of the book, nearly fifty percent, is

ads for more books.

Wow this book gets your juice flowing. It's a good fast read. I like to read all this breast feeding

vooks
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